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CYCLE POLYNOMIALS

F. K. HWANG

Abstract. Let G be a graph consisting of m vertex-disjoint cycles with possibly

different numbers of vertices on each cycle. We want to count the number of ways

of selecting k vertices in G such that there are exactly / edges spanned by these k

vertices. For m = 1, the problem is equivalent to the Whitworth bracelet problem

with two colors and a closed-form solution is known. In this paper we show that

the solution for the many-cycle case can be written as a sum of the solutions for

single-cycle cases.

1. Introduction. Let G be a graph consisting of m vertex-disjoint cycles

C„ . . . , Cm where C, has n¡ vertices. We want to count the number of ways of

selecting k vertices in G such that the subgraph induced by the k selected vertices

contains exactly / edges. The problem originated from a study of blocking probabil-

ities for certain types of switching networks [3], [5], [6] (Theorem 3 of this paper

was used in [3]), but it also has connections with some well-studied mathematical

problems.

For a single cycle, i.e., m = 1, the problem is equivalent to the Whitworth

bracelet1 problem with two colors [1], [2], [4], [7] and a closed-form solution is

known. For the general case, define S = {nx,. . . , nm}. Let gSyk(t) be the generat-

ing function with given S and k such that the coefficient of the term t' is the

number of ways of obtaining / edges. We show that gs<k(l) can be represented as a

sum of generating functions for the single cycle cases.

2. The single-cycle case. Let G be a cycle with n vertices. Suppose k vertices in G

are selected. If k = n, then there is only one way of selecting vertices and it yields n

edges. If k = 0, then again there is only one way of selecting vertices, and it has no

edge. If n > k > 0, then a selection partitions the vertices in G into two types,

those selected and those not selected. Let us call the two types the black beads and

the white beads. Then, if the k black beads contain / edges between them, there

must be k — I runs of black beads and there must also be k — I runs of white

beads. Therefore, the problem becomes one of finding the number of ways to

arrange k black beads and n — k white beads on a cycle (with labeled positions)

into 2(k - I) runs, which is also known as the Whitworth bracelet problem. The
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number of ways of having a total of 2(k — I) runs is (see [2])

■(/-7l,)(r-î:,)
k - I

This can be derived by considering the cycle as obtained from bending a line which

contains either 2(k — I) or 2(k — /) + 1 runs. Summarizing, we have

Theorem 1.

8{n},k{t) =

«2
1-0

0,

t",

1,

/    k- \    \ln - k- \\
V   \k- I - l)\k- I - l) a

k= n>0,

A: = 0,

n > k > 0,

otherwise.

3. The two-cycle case. Define

^{n„n2},*(0 = £{/i„B2},;t(') — g{nt+n2),k{t)-

We first prove a recursive equation.

Lemma 1.

A{n„,,2),*(/) "it - l^fc-i^-Ojt-iO)   fornx,n2 > 1.

Proof. We will regard the cycle Cn +„ as obtained from the union of two cycles

Cn¡ and C„2 by deleting one edge [A, B] in C„, one edge [C, D] in C„2 and adding

the edges [A, C] and [B, D] (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. C„i+„2 as obtained from Cn¡ u C„2

Consider a particular selection of A: vertices. If the four vertices A, B,C and D

are either all selected or all not selected, then the contribution to A{ni„2j^(i) is

clearly zero. Furthermore, if any three of the four vertices are selected, then the

contribution to A{ni „ ^k(t) is again zero since the three selected vertices will yield

two edges, one appearing in C„ u C„ and the other in C„i+„2, and thus cancelling

each other. Therefore, the contribution to A,ni nj) k(t) is nonzero only if exactly two

vertices from A, B, C and D are selected. In these cases, the two graphs C„ U C„

and C„ +n will differ by one edge.

Let gStk(t\xx, . . . , xp,yx, . . . ,yq) denote the conditional generating function

given vertices xx, . . . , xp are selected and verticesyx, . . . ,yq are not. If A and B

are selected but not C and D, then

A{nMit\ABCD ) = (i - l)g{n¡ + n2hkit\ABCD).
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Similarly, if C and D are selected but not A and B, then

A{nMit\CDÄB) <*■{*- l)g{n¡ + n2hk(t\CDAB).

On the other hand, in the case that either the pair (A, C) or the pair (B, D) is

selected, but not both, then

ä{H^)Jc(t\ACBD) = - (t - 1) g{n¡^)¡kit\ACBD)

or

A{„i;M>,(i|5Z>Jc) = - (t - 1) g{„Mit\BDÄC).

Let Cni_,, C„2_„ and C„¡+„2_2 be the cycles obtained from Cn¡, C„2, and C„i+„2 by

merging the pairs of vertices (A, B), (C, D), (A, C) and (B, D) into single vertices

W, X, Y and Z respectively. Then we can rewrite the conditional generating

function in terms of the new cycles, for example,

g{n¡ + n2},kit\ABCD) = gln¡_irn2_lhk_xit\WX),

g{ni,ni),kit\ACBD) = g{nt+n2_2),k_xit\YZ).

But

*{„,-,,,,2-.},*-,('|W*) + g^-^-^iitlXW)

= g{«,-i,„2-i},*-i(0 - g{n,-i,n2-i),*-i('|WAr) - g{„i_1„2_1}^_1(í|íFJ)

and

g{ni + n2-2},k-l(t\YZ) + g{„l + „2-2),k-i('\ZY)

= g{nt + n2-2),k-\{t) - g{n, + r,2-2),k-lil\YZ) — g{n¡ +„2-2},k-l\t\Y Z ).

Furthermore,

g{rh-hni-X),k-y(t\XW) = g{ni + n2-2),k.x(t\YZ)

and

g{n,-\,n2-i),k-i(t\XW) = g[ni + „2_2hk_iit\YZ).

Summing up these equations, we obtain Lemma 1. Next we show

Lemma 2.

g{n„\),kit) - g{nl+l},k(t) = (' -  l)g{n,-l},*-l(')      for/J,   >  1.

Proof. Again we will regard the cycle C„ +1 as obtained from the union of two

cycles C„ and C, by deleting one edge [A, B] in Cn¡ and the edge [C, C] in C, (see

Figure 2).

/
/

Figure 2. C„i + 1 as obtained from Cn¡ u C,
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Then

A{„„,},*(0 = it - l)[g{ni+i],kit\ABC) + g[ni + xhkit\CAB)]

= ('- l)«{ni-i),t-i(')-

Finally, it is straightforward to verify

Lemma 3.

,.       (2(r-l),     k=l,(t)-[2{t-l)'
A{UU(0- |0> otherwise.

Theorem 2 in the following is now a direct consequence of Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.

Theorem 2.

8{nltn2},k\0 — %{ny + n2},k\t) + (* —   U  ' £{/i2-n,},*-«,(')

+ (/ - irg{„,-„2U_„2(/).

4. The general case. Let S denote the set {«,,..., nm} and S" the subset

{«,, . . . , nm_x}. Let í (j') denote a nonempty proper subset of S (S') and «(s)

(/i(í')) the sum of n, in s (s').

Theorem 3.

&?,*(') = g(n(S)),k(t) + 2  (''-  l)"(l)?{n(5)-2n(J)},t-nW(0     /<""»»  > 2.

Proof. We first write gSjJt(0 as a convolution of gsj(t) and gr»i *_,•(/)• Then we

use induction to expand gs,i(0- By convoluting f«. j^-XO with each term in the

expansion we obtain a sum of g functions defined on two cycles. Then we use

Theorem 2 to transform these g functions on two cycles into g functions of one

cycle. By carefully counting terms, we obtain the right-hand side of Theorem 3.

The details of the proof are given in the Appendix.

5. Some concluding remarks. In this paper we essentially solve the problem of

counting Whitworth runs of two colors in many cycles. Some possible topics for

future research are to generalize the results to runs of many colors or to graphs

other than cycles. Another possibility is to study the same problem for cycles

whose vertices are not labeled. For the single-cycle case, the runs are known as

Jablonski runs [1] and solutions for small numbers of beads and up to four colors

have been tabulated in [1]. But the problem is open for two or more cycles.

Appendix.

Proof of Theorem 3. The case m = 2 was proved in Theorem 2. We prove the

general case by induction on m and by using Theorem 2.
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gS,k(0 =   2    gs'AO g{n„),k-i(')
1 = 0

k    -

= 2
í = 0

g{n(S')),i(l) + ¿!   (l -   O"*    8{n(S')-2n(S)},i-n(s')(t) g^k-ÂO

- ^{«(S'),^}.*^)  +  2   (' _   O" J    g{ntS')-2n(s'),nm},k-n(s')(t)

= S</.(S)},*(0 +"<'-   1)"<S) g{nm-n(.S')},k-n(.S-)0)

■ L g{n(S)-2n(j')},A:-n(i')(0

+ (t -   l) g{n„,-nlS-) + 2n(s')},k-n(S')+n(s'){l)

+ (f  -   l)""g{B(5')-2n(í')-n„},*-«(0-''-(í)J

= g{n(.S)),k(t) + (i —   1)    "      g(„(S)-2n(S')),k-n(S">(t)

+  (t  -   1)"" g{„(s)-2nm},*:-nm(0

+ E[('-ir<,')?{n(5)-2nM),*-n(i-)(o]

+ (/ -  1)" ' g{n(S)-2(/i(í')-/i(í'))},*-(«(A')-'>(í'))(')

+  (/ -   1) m g{„(s)-2(n(s') + nm)},k-(n(s-) + nm)(l)

= g{/i(S)},*(0 + 2   ('  _   0    S   g{n(S)-2n(s)),k-n(s)(1)-
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